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Emptying Good-and-Evil: Masao Abe’s Approach to the Problem of Evil
/ Annewieke Vroom -- Forgiving God: A Jewish Perspective on Evil and
Suffering / N. Verbin -- Conceptualizations of Evil in African Christian
Theology / Conrad Wethmar -- The Descent into Hell and the
Phenomenon of Exorcism in the Early Church / Martien E. Brinkman --
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In the few years since the attack on the World Trade Center on
September 11, 2001, evil has become a central theme in the media and
human consciousness: the evil of terrorism, the evil of secular culture,
concern for poverty, and climate change... Yet different cultures and
religious traditions have different ideas of what evil is and what its root
causes are. Although there is no massive clash of cultures, many
disagreements and also conflicts in the world arise from the deep
differences in views of evil. This volume explores religious views of evil.
Scholars from different religions and from various parts of the world
describe how people probe the depths of evil—and by necessity that of
good—from their own background in various worldviews. In their
explorations, almost all address the need to go beyond morality, and
beyond legalistic definitions of evil and of good. They point to the
radical depths of evil in the world and in human society and reinforce
our intuition that there is no easy solution. But if we can gain a better
understanding of what people from other worldview traditions and
cultures consider evil, we are that much closer to a more peaceful
world.
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for clinical patient treatment. .

This book presents results obtained from the whole mount
preparations, radiological, and histological studies of 60 pu/pu and
pu/+ mice from late embryo until 3 months of age. Most mice were in
the embryo to 6 week age group where vertebral developmental
changes are most marked. Although vertebral abnormalities have been
identified as due to mutations in the delta-like 3 (Dll3) gene, it is
evident that each mouse has differing structural abnormalities. The
disorder is analogous to human congenital scoliosis, a common variant
of which is spondylocostal dysplasia. The histological studies presented
in this book include plastic embedded sections which allow for high
level resolution not only of vertebrae, intervertebral discs, and ribs but
also of associated spinal cord, nerve roots and ganglia. In addition an
overview of embryo and neonatal development in mouse, chick and
human vertebrae is provided to better assess how and where deviant
pathoanatomy occurs. The book discusses the possible variables
involved in creating final deformity beyond the gene abnormality itself.


